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a Project in Watch deSign, learning deSign and ProPortionS and 
creating a Watch in the end.

A passion for watches, born from a fathers passion,  
combined to the choice of studying industrial design 
and the escalated appreciation for design it brought 
with it were the main drivers for this project.

This passion for design and watches were the 
fundamentals in this project. I wanted to explore the 
design of watches and create my own, on a deeper 
thought out level than before.

This project is not only about the designing of the 
“Victor Sandkvist Watch” but It is perhaps even 
more about learning and teaching myself on the 
parts of a watch, differences in watches and how 
to design them. 

While the finished design of the watch might be seen 
as the definitive result, the process and research 
behind it are the real results to me; The greater 
understanding of watches and their components.

My hopes are that this project is the first stepping 
stone in my way in to the world of watch design, and 
the dream to design and see my watches produced, 
and ultimately seeing them in a watch store with  
customers buying them.

The visible result, the watch, is inspired by classic 
watches from the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s - the perfect 
example being the original Omega Seamaster. The 
reason for the vintage inspiration is both my own 
retro/vintage fascination as well as the rest of the 
world’s fascination. Vintage design, retro stuff and 
magazines, television shows and websites devoted 
to just that told me that a vintage inspired watch 
would fit today’s market.

As a watch enthusiast I could also see that in the 
second hand market the vintage watches were 
popular, and trends in the watch world told me that 
the simpler classic-looking watches were on their 
way up.

The resulting watch is inspired by and designed to 
resemble the style of the old watches, while keeping 
modern sizes and materials in mind.
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